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We present a dual-resolution molecular dynamics �MD� simulation of liquid water employing a
recently introduced Adaptive Resolution Scheme �AdResS�. The spatially adaptive molecular
resolution procedure allows for changing from a coarse-grained to an all-atom representation and
vice versa on-the-fly. In order to find the most appropriate coarse-grained water model to be
employed with AdResS, we first study the accuracy of different coarse-grained water models in
reproducing the structural properties of the all-atom system. Typically, coarse-grained molecular
models have a higher diffusion constant than the corresponding all-atom models due to the reduction
in degrees of freedom �DOFs� upon coarse-graining that eliminates the fluctuating forces associated
with those integrated-out molecular DOFs. Here, we introduce the methodology to obtain the same
diffusional dynamics across different resolutions. We show that this approach leads to the correct
description of the here relevant structural, thermodynamical, and dynamical properties, i.e., radial
distribution functions, pressure, temperature, and diffusion, of liquid water at ambient conditions.
© 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2819486�

I. INTRODUCTION

Water is a typical example where the interplay between
different length scales determines the relevant properties of
the system. Including explicit water in large biomolecular
simulations is crucial1,2 but normally not feasible due to the
large number of water molecules needed to describe biomo-
lecular function. The computational requirements of all-atom
simulations in explicit water usually do not allow investiga-
tion of biologically relevant time scales.3 Most computa-
tional approaches renormalize the role of water into the defi-
nition of effective inter-residue interactions2 or as a
continuous field, in order to focus the computational efforts
to simulate the biomolecule. However, the discrete nature of
water molecules can play a role in, e.g., controlling protein
functionality or the case of interactions between hydrocol-
loids and water, where hydrogen bonding is important, etc.
To overcome this problem, a multiscale modeling of water
can be very advantageous to speed up the simulation without
losing physico-chemical accuracy.

Multiscale modeling is emerging as a viable way to
bridge the various length and time scales involved in com-
plex molecular systems.4–14 In general, to build a multiscale
model two main issues need to be addressed. The first issue
consists of mapping the system into a robust reduced model
while preserving the here relevant physico-chemical proper-
ties, i.e., radial distribution functions, pressure, and tempera-
ture, of the reference all-atom system. The second issue in-
volves the definition of a robust and physically accurate

procedure to smoothly join the different resolutions. We have
recently proposed the Adaptive Resolution Scheme
�AdResS� �Refs. 15 and 16� to address both issues for a
system of water molecules.17 Typically, the reduction in the
number of the system’s degrees of freedom �DOFs� upon
coarse-graining introduces a time scale difference between
the coarse-grained and explicit region. Although in certain
instances the difference in time scale may be advantageous
for reaching longer simulation times, in other cases having
the correct diffusional dynamics is crucial. This is the case,
for instance, if a dynamical property is the focus of an inves-
tigation as in the translocation of biopolymers through mem-
brane nanopores.18

In this paper, in order to justify our choice of the recently
introduced single-site water model17 as the optimal coarse-
grained water model to be used with AdResS �when using
the standard three-site TIP3P water model19 as the all-atom
water model�, we present first a detailed analysis and com-
parison of newly developed coarse-grained water models
having a different number of DOFs �from 3 to 9� with the
single-site water model17 as well as the TIP3P water model.19

In this way we can study the contribution of separate DOFs
of the all-atom water model to the definition of its structural
properties. As it turns out, the single-site water model can
reproduce the structural and thermodynamical properties of
the all-atom system that are relevant for the multiresolution
simulation equally well as the more sophisticated models.
Therefore, we have chosen it as the coarse-grained model in
our adaptive resolution simulations. Next, we introduce the
methodology to obtain the same diffusional dynamics across
the different resolutions in the hybrid atomistic/coarse-
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grained �ex-cg� model system composed of explicit and
coarse-grained molecules as presented in Fig. 1.

II. MAPPING OF A COARSE-GRAINED MODEL
TO THE ALL-ATOM REPRESENTATION

In order to map a coarse-grained to an all-atom model,
we have to construct an effective potential between coarse-
grained molecules in a way that the atomistic structural prop-
erties are reproduced. We numerically build such an effective
Hamiltonian following an “inverse statistical-mechanics”
approach.20–22 In order not to bias a priori the potential func-
tion with the choice of a particular functional form, we in-
troduce a grid approximation, expressing a general pairwise
Hamiltonian in the form

H = �
�

U�S�, �1�

where S� is the number of coarse-grained particles in the
interval ��r� ,r�+dr� and U� is the discretized value of the
potential in the interval �r� ,r�+dr�. The averages �S��,
which can be interpreted as a discretized radial distribution
function �rdf�, are functions of the set of parameters �U�	.
Values of the potential parameters �U�	 that reproduce the
rdf of the all-atom model can be obtained iteratively as fol-
lows:

• The center-of-mass rdf g�r� is computed from all-atom
simulations and used as a target function. The potential
of mean forces is assumed as an initial approximation to
the effective potential function,

U�
0 = − kT ln g�r�� , �2�

where U� is the potential at a distance r�.

• By comparing the atomistic center-of-mass rdf with the
rdf obtained for the coarse-grained model at the nth
iteration �with corresponding potential parameters U�

n�
the �n+1�th correction to the effective potential can be
found. Namely, the correction to the potential param-
eters U�

n is given by the solution of the system of linear
equations,20

��S�� = �
�

��S��
�U�

�U�, �3�

where

��S��
�U�

= − ���S�S�� − �S���S��� . �4�

• Ensemble averages �S�S�� and �S��, �S�� are computed
from MD simulations �with potential parameters U�

n�,
and the correction �U�

n to the potential U�
n is obtained

by solving the system of linear equations, Eq. �3�,

U�
n+1 = U�

n + �U�
n . �5�

• The corrected potential parameters U�
n+1 are then used

to perform molecular dynamics simulation with the
coarse-grained model and calculate new ensemble aver-
ages for the quantities �S�S�� and �S��, �S��.

The points above are repeated to determine a new set of
corrections �U�

n+1. The procedure is repeated until conver-
gence is reached within the statistical simulation error.

Additionally, to match the pressure of the coarse-grained
to the all-atom model, after each iteration a weak constant
force is added to the effective force in such a way that the
total effective force and potential energy are zero at the fixed
cutoff distance rc,

16,23

�U�r� = Uo
1 −
r

rc
� . �6�

We use a value of rc=7 Å as the rdf�1 for r�rc. Depend-
ing on the pressure in the current iteration being above or
below the target value corresponding to the pressure of the
reference all-atom system, Uo can assume a positive or nega-
tive value.

For the atomistic representation of water, we selected the
rigid TIP3P model19 that gives a reasonable description of
the behavior of liquid water around standard �physiological�
temperature and pressure, and is not too expensive computa-
tionally. The potential function of rigid TIP3P involves a
rigid water with three interaction sites that coincide with the
atomic positions. The model uses atom-centered point
charges to represent the electrostatic, i.e., positive charges on
the hydrogens and a negative charge on oxygen �eO=−2eH�.
The van der Waals interaction between two water molecules
is modeled by the Lennard-Jones potential with just a single
interaction site per molecule centered on the oxygen atom;
the van der Waals interactions involving the hydrogens are
omitted. This gives the following potential:

FIG. 1. �Color online� Top figure: The coarse-grained molecule is repre-
sented at the left, and the all-atom water molecule is represented at the right.
The middle hybrid molecule interpolates between the two. Bottom figure:
The dashed line represents the weighting function w�x�� �0,1� defined in
Ref. 15 and discussed in the text. The values w=1 and w=0 correspond to
the atomistic and coarse-grained regions of the hybrid atomistic/mesoscopic
system, respectively. The full line represents the interface correction weight-
ing function s�w� defined in Fig. 6. The value s=1 corresponds to the ato-
mistic and coarse-grained regions, while s=0 when w=1 /2. The explicit and
interface regions are divided into three regions �A,B,C� of width 4 Å for
computing the cosine distribution in Fig. 8.
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H = �
i

�
j

eiej

rij
+

A

rOO
12 −

C

rOO
6 . �7�

The values of the parameters e, A, and C are assigned to
reproduce reasonable structural and energetics properties of
liquid water.19

III. COARSE-GRAINED MODELS FOR WATER

Many simplified coarse-grained models have been devel-
oped to reproduce the structural properties of water
qualitatively.24 Existing coarse-grained models can of course
only reproduce thermodynamical properties of all-atom wa-
ter to a certain extent.25–29 By using the procedure described
above, we have thus designed water models at different lev-
els of coarse-graining �three-site, two-site, and one-site�
schematically depicted in Fig. 2. The gradually increasing
level of coarse-graining allows us then to study the contribu-
tion of different DOFs to the structural and thermodynamical
properties of the reference all-atom system. In this way we
can determine the most appropriate coarse-grained model to
be used in our adaptive resolution simulations.

An even more efficient way would be if a spherical
coarse-grained bead represented several water molecules; see
for example Refs. 30 and 31. However, since the lifetime of

tetrahedral clusters is well below 1 ps in water, atomistic
water molecules are not easily united into a coarse-grained
bead. The water molecules could move apart in the transition
regime of our multiscale model �see Sec. V�, which would
require redistributing the water molecules into coarse-
grained beads on-the-fly. By mapping one atomistic molecule
to one coarse-grained molecule, we avoid this problem.

A. Three-site interaction model

A first level of coarse-graining can be introduced by pre-
serving the atomic positions of each atom in the TIP3P water
model and replacing the explicit electrostatic interactions
�the first term in Eq. �7�� with effective short-ranged interac-
tions. This model preserves explicitly the H-bond direction-
ality but it is computationally less expensive than TIP3P be-
cause it removes the long-ranged Coulombic term. The
calculated all-atom site-site rdf’s are used as input to build
the OO, OH, and HH effective potentials �see Eq. �4��. In
order to quantify the agreement of the rdf’s �corresponding
to the all-atom and coarse-grained model�, we introduce the
penalty function fp �Ref. 15� defined as

fp = �gcg�r/�OO� − gex�r/�OO��2 exp�− r/�OO�d�r/�OO� ,

�8�

where gex and gcg are the reference site-site rdf of the atom-
istic and coarse-grained system, respectively, and �OO is the
Lennard-Jones constant of the TIP3P water model.19 The ex-
tremely low values of the fp obtained �fp of the OO rdf is
7.9�10−5, for OH is 8.2�10−5, and HH is 1.1�10−4� for
the optimized effective potential for the three-site model in-
dicates a perfect matching of the rdf’s. The optimized effec-
tive potentials are, as expected, very similar to the effective
potentials of other previously introduced three-site coarse-
grained water models.28,32 In addition, to check the angular
properties �that are not completely defined by the rdf� we
computed the distribution of the angle � formed between the
center-of-mass of three nearest-neighbor molecules �Fig. 3,
top�, and the distribution of the orientational order parameter
q �see Fig. 3�, as defined by Errington et al.,33

q = 1 −
3

8�
j=1

3

�
k=j+1

4 
cos 	 jk +
1

3
�2

, �9�

where 	 jk is the angle formed by the lines joining the oxygen
atom of a given molecule and those of its nearest neighbors
j and k. The parameter q measures the extent to which a
molecule and its four nearest neighbors adopt a tetrahedral
arrangement. The excellent agreement between the rdf’s and
the angular distribution suggests that the explicit H-bond di-
rectionality is responsible for the local structure. On the con-
trary, the small deviation of the orientational order parameter
distribution suggests that the electrostatic interactions are at
least partly responsible for the overall tetrahedral arrange-
ment of the system.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Cartoon of different water models employed in this
study. From top to bottom: The rigid TIP3P water model, and three-site,
two-site, one-site coarse-grained water models, respectively.
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B. Two-site interaction model

A two-site simplified model of water changes the sym-
metry of the molecule by using two interacting sites instead
of three, one corresponding to the oxygen atom and the sec-
ond one providing the directionality of the dipole moment.
Since the dipole moment of TIP3P is 
=2.35D and the
charge separation is q=0.82e,19 the effective separation of
the negative and positive charge centers is d=
 /q
�0.5966 Å. Thus, we define the two-site model by repre-
senting each water molecule by two spheres, which are
joined by a rigid rod of length 0.5966 Å. Two-site models
have been previously proposed for water;26 however, existing
models cannot exactly reproduce the radial structure of the
reference all-atom water model. The two-site water model
with parameters optimized by the procedure described above
can reproduce the rdf’s remarkably well for the different
pairs of interactions: oxygen-oxygen with fp=4.5�10−5,
oxygen-dipole with fp=1.4�10−4, and dipole-dipole with
fp=3.2�10−5. Figure 3 shows the angular distribution and
the orientational order parameter distribution obtained for the
two-site model, in comparison with the results of the all-
atom and three-site models. The excellent agreement be-
tween the rdf’s suggests that the inclusion of a dipole center
is sufficient for the correct radial structure. The deviation on
the angular distribution from the three-site model indicates
that the explicit H-bond directionality has a contribution to
the angular structure �in addition to the electrostatic contri-
bution, as found in the three-site model�.

C. One-site interaction model

In the one-site coarse-grained model, the water is repre-
sented by one spherically symmetrical site having a mass
mO+2mH. As demonstrated in Ref. 17, the one-site model
can reproduce the center-of-mass rdf �fp=7.6�10−5� and
thermodynamic properties of the reference all-atom water
model with remarkable accuracy. The optimized effective

potential �see the inset of Fig. 5� has a first primary mini-
mum at about 2.8 Å corresponding to the first peak in the
center-of-mass rdf. A second, slightly weaker and signifi-
cantly broader minimum at 4.5 Å corresponds to the second
hydration shell. The combined effect of the two leads to local
packing close to that of the all-atom TIP3P water. Our effec-
tive coarse-grained potential is quite different from the pre-
viously suggested potentials:25–27,34 while in previous one-
site models the deepest minimum corresponds to the second
hydration shell, the absolute minimum in our model is found
in the first shell.

The good structural agreement between the explicit and
coarse-grained models indicates that, although our coarse-
grained model of water is spherically symmetric and there-
fore does not have any explicit directionality, it approxi-
mately captures the correct local structure. Furthermore, the
angular and orientational order parameter distribution coin-
cides with what obtained for the two-site model. Since the
one-site model can qualitatively predict the correct angular
distribution and is computationally the least expensive of all
the coarse-grained models, it was our choice for the multi-
scale approach �presented in Ref. 17�.

As a consequence of the reduced number of DOFs, there
is a time scale difference in the dynamics of the coarse-
grained system with respect to the atomistic one. The diffu-
sion coefficient increases as the level of coarse-graining is
increased, with the diffusion coefficient of the center of mass
for the TIP3P model D�3.7�10−5 cm2 /s, for the three-site
model D�4.68�10−5 cm2 /s, for the two-site model D
�7.54�10−5 cm2 /s, and for the one-site model D�8.1
�10−5 cm2 /s.

Using the one-site coarse-grained model one can signifi-
cantly speed up the simulation, with a total gain in compu-
tational time of a factor �17−20 when compared to atomis-
tic simulations.17 This is due to the reduction of the number
of interactions, which are also softer than in the atomistic
case, and due to an intrinsic time scale difference in the
diffusive dynamics of the coarse-grained system, that is
faster by about a factor of 2 than the all-atom simulations
counterpart �see the above values for the diffusion constant�.

IV. MATCHING THE DIFFUSIVE DYNAMICS
OF THE COARSE-GRAINED TO THE ALL-ATOM
MODEL

As discussed above, the dynamics of the one-site coarse-
grained model is faster than that obtained from all-atom
simulations. The speed-up occurs because of the reduction in
DOFs upon coarse-graining, which eliminates the fluctuating
forces associated with those missing molecular DOFs, lead-
ing to the much smoother overall energy landscape.35,36 In
our MD simulations we use a Langevin thermostat, and the
equations of motion are in the form

mi
dvi

dt
= Fi − mi�vi + Ri�t� , �10�

where Fi=−��Ui /�xi� is the deterministic force and Ri is a
stochastic variable with �Ri�t�Rj�t+���=2�mikT���ij. The
coefficient � determines the strength of the coupling to the

FIG. 3. Top figure: The center-of-mass angular distribution between three
nearest neighbors for all-atom, 1-site coarse-grained, 2-site coarse-grained,
and 3-site coarse-grained models for water. Bottom figure: The analogous
distributions of the orientational order parameter q. The center-of-mass rdf
of the different water models coincides exactly with the all-atom rdf �not
shown�.
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bath �not to be confused with the friction coefficient � of the
system �for TIP3P �=288.6 ps−1��. When 1 /� is large com-
pared to the typical time scales in the system, the stochastic
dynamics reproduces dynamics obtained by molecular dy-
namics �MD�,37 while if 1 /� is small, then the stochastic
dynamics deviates significantly from MD. Simulations per-
formed using the one-site model with the same coupling to
the bath ��=5 ps−1��� that is usually used for TIP3P �Ref.
38� produce an increase of a factor of about 2 in the diffusion
time scale of the coarse-grained system. An accelerated dy-
namics can be advantageous in some cases but, as mentioned
previously, it can be a problem if the dynamical properties
themselves are under investigation. The coarse-grained dy-
namics can be slowed down by increasing the effective fric-
tion in the coarse-grained system. That is, by changing �, the
one-site model can mimic the diffusive dynamic of the all-
atom system. Figure 4 shows that the diffusion coefficient D
monotonically decreases as the coefficient � increases. The
coarse-grained model yields the same diffusion coefficient as
the all-atom system �for which �ex=5 ps−1� when �cg

=15 ps−1. The additional frictional noise does not affect the
short-time dynamics of the system since �ex��cg��.37 It is
worth mentioning that the structural/thermodynamics of the
coarse-grained system are not effected by changes in � in
this range. Figure 4 shows the perfect agreement between the
center-of-mass rdf for the coarse-grained and all-atom sys-
tem when different values of � are used for the two models.
However, we have to bear in mind that by employing the
Langevin thermostat, Eq. �10�, we screen the hydrodynam-
ics. Furthermore, for too large � the statistics is also altered

because one arrives eventually at the Brownian dynamics. In
order to correctly reproduce the hydrodynamics, one has to
resort to the dissipative particle dynamics �DPD�
thermostat39 as was done for instance in Ref. 40 for the case
of a macromolecule in the hybrid atomistic/mesoscale
solvent.

V. ADAPTIVE RESOLUTION SCHEME „AdResS…

As we have proposed in Ref. 17, we design an adaptive
multiscale system where half of the simulation box is occu-
pied by atomistic water molecules and the other half by the
corresponding one-site coarse-grained molecules, respec-
tively, as schematically presented in Fig. 1. In order to
smoothly couple the regimes of high and low level of detail,
we apply the AdResS scheme,15–17 which allows the mol-
ecules to move freely between regimes without feeling any
barrier in between. The interface region contains hybrid mol-
ecules that are composed of an all-atom molecule with an
additional massless center-of-mass particle serving as an in-
teraction site. The transition is governed by a weighting
function w that interpolates the molecular interaction forces
between the two regimes, and assigns the identity of the
molecules. In the present work we used the weighting func-
tion defined in Ref. 15 and described in Fig. 1. The function
w is defined in such a way that w=1 corresponds to the
atomistic region, and w=0 to the coarse-grained region,
whereas the values 0�w�1 correspond to the interface
layer. This interpolation leads to intermolecular forces acting
on the center-of-mass of the molecules � and � as

F�� = w�X��w�X��F��
atom + �1 − w�X��w�X���F��

cm, �11�

where F�� is the total intermolecular force acting between
center of mass of molecules � and �. F��

atom is the sum of all

FIG. 4. The diffusion coefficient as a function of the friction constant. The
triangle indicates the value obtained for the all-atom diffusion coefficient
when a value �=5 ps−1 is used in the simulation. The black dots indicate
the diffusion coefficient obtained for the coarse-grained system for different
values of �. The two circles indicate the diffusion coefficients obtained for
the coarse-grained system when �=5 and �=15 ps−1, respectively, are used
in the simulation. The inset compares the rdf’s obtained for the all-atom
system and the coarse-grained system for different values of the friction
coefficients.

FIG. 5. The center-of-mass rdf’s for explicit, ex-cg�w=1 /2�, and coarse-
grained systems. The inset shows the corrected effective pair potential Uic

cm

for hybrid molecules �dashed line� and the reference effective potential for
the coarse-grained molecules �full line�.
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pair atomic interactions between explicit water atoms of
molecule � and explicit water atoms of molecule �, and F��

cm

is the effective pair force between the center-of-mass of two
water molecules. X� and X� are the center-of-mass coordi-
nates of molecules � and �. Note that the AdResS as given
by Eq. �11� satisfies Newton’s third law. This is crucial for
the diffusion of molecules across the resolution boundaries.14

Since the total force as defined by Eq. �11� depends on the
absolute positions of the particles and not only on their rela-
tive distances, it is in general not conservative, i.e., the work
done by it depends on the path taken in the transition regime.
Hence, the corresponding potential does not exist and the
total potential energy of the system cannot be defined.41 Still,
the intermolecular forces between molecules outside the
transition regime are conservative with well-defined poten-
tials, i.e., the all-atom or effective coarse-grained
potentials.15

In principle, one could also try to couple the different
scales via the respective potentials instead of forces. How-
ever, we showed in Refs. 13, 14, and 42 that, although in this

case the system is conservative with a defined total potential
energy, this leads to a violation of Newton’s third law and
consequently to a nonconservation of the linear momentum.
Very recently, an alternative “energy-conserving” approach
was proposed in Ref. 43, where the authors proposed a
scheme that couples the atomistic and coarse-grained poten-
tials instead of forces. However, the proposed scheme is ul-
timately the same as AdResS �with a slightly modified
weighting function�, i.e., Eq. �11� is employed for the force
evaluation �satisfying Newton’s third law�, as the “spurious”
forces associated with the potential coupling are neglected.
By doing this the computed energies do not correspond to
forces employed in integrating the equations of motion.

Each time a molecule crosses the boundary between the
different regimes it gains or loses �depending on whether it
leaves or enters the coarse-grained region� its equilibrated
rotational DOFs while retaining its linear momentum. By
this choice of interactions in the interface region, the hybrid
molecule interacts with molecules in the coarse-grained re-
gion on a coarse-grained level. On the other hand, the inter-
actions of the hybrid molecules with the molecules in the
explicit region are a combination of the explicit-explicit and
cg-cg interactions to smoothly and efficiently equilibrate ad-
ditional DOFs upon moving in the explicit regime.15,16 This
change of resolution, which can be thought of in terms of
similarity to a phase transition,13 requires to supply or re-
move latent heat and thus must be employed together with,
i.e., a Langevin thermostat.15 The thermostat is coupled lo-
cally to the particle motion and provides a means to deliver
or absorb the latent heat.

As in Ref. 17, the reaction field �RF� method is used, in
which all molecules outside a spherical cavity of a

FIG. 6. The interface correction weighting function s�w�. The value s=1
corresponds to the atomistic and coarse-grained regions and s=0 when
w=1 /2.

FIG. 7. The center-of-mass �fp=7.65�10−5�, OH �fp=6�10−5�, and HH
�fp=6.6�10−5� rdf’s for the explicit region in the hybrid system �dots�, and
bulk �line� systems.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Cosine distribution of the angle formed by the H-H
vector �top panel� and O-H vector �bottom panel� of the water molecules
with the interface normal vector pointing toward the explicit region in three
consecutives regions of width 4 Å each �see Fig. 1 for the definition of the
regions�.
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molecular-based cutoff radius Rc=9 Å are treated as a di-
electric continuum with a dielectric constant �RF=80.38,44–48

The Coulomb force acting on a partial charge ei�
, belonging

to the explicit or hybrid molecule �, at the center of the
cutoff sphere, due to a partial charge ej�

, belonging to the
explicit or hybrid molecule � within the cavity, is

FCi�j�

atom �ri�j�
� =

ei�
ej�

4��0
� 1

ri�j�
3 −

1

Rc
3

2��RF − 1�
1 + 2�RF

�ri�j�
. �12�

To suppress the unphysical pressure fluctuations emerging as
artifacts of the scheme given in Eq. �11�, we employ an
interface pressure correction16 within the transition zone. The
latter requires a reparametrization of the effective potential in
the system composed of exclusively hybrid molecules �with
a constant of w=1 /2�. We redefine the center-of-mass inter-
molecular forces as

F��
cm = s�w�X��w�X���F��o

cm + �1 − s�w�X��w�X����F��ic

cm ,

�13�

where the function s� �0,1� is defined as

s�x� = � cos���x�2 if 0 � x � 0.25

4��x − 1
2�2 if 0.25 � x � 1.0

� , �14�

so the s�0�=1, s�1�=1, and s�1 /4�=0, as shown in Fig. 6.
The interface correction force F��ic

cm is the effective pair force
between molecules � and � defined by the effective pair
potential Uic

cm, which is obtained by mapping the system
composed of exclusively hybrid molecules with w=1 /2 to
the explicit model system. The corrected effective potential

Uic
cm shown in Fig. 5 is obtained by mapping the ex−cg

�w=1 /2� system containing only hybrid molecules. The
minima of the effective potential Uic

cm become deeper, and a
higher barrier separates the first and second hydration shell
when compared to the center-of-mass effective potential
Ucm. The center-of-mass rdf of the hydrid system exactly
reproduces the structure of the references system as shown in
Fig. 5.

The mixing function in Eq. �14� can correctly reproduce
the thermodynamic properties of the hybrid atomistic/coarse-
grained system with the same mean temperature �0.1% of
difference� and pressure �0.5% of difference�. Detailed com-
parisons between the bulk explicit simulations and the ex-
plicit regime in our hybrid setup prove that this approach
does not alter the structural properties of the water model
studied. In particular, Fig. 7 shows that the structural prop-
erties of the explicit regime in the multiscale system are ex-
actly the same as in bulk explicit simulations. No change is
detected in the orientational preferences of water molecules
near the interface region. It is worth mentioning that similar
results are obtained in the interface region �results not
shown�.

Figure 8 shows the probability density function of the
orientational parameters cos �OH �O-H vector and the normal
of the interface surface� and cos �HH �H-H vector and the
normal of the interface surface� in three consecutive layers of
width 4 Å next to the interface region along the X-axis �see
Fig. 1 for the definition of the regions�. The uniform cosine
distribution of the water molecules in layers inside and next
to the interface indicates that the orientational DOFs are fully
equilibrated in the hybrid region, as the molecules do not
have to reorient upon crossing the interface region and there
is no change of behavior at the interface.17

FIG. 9. Top figure: The dashed curve indicates the dependency of the fric-
tion coefficient as a function of the particle identity w when a position-
dependent thermostat is used. The full line shows the constant value of the
friction coefficient when a regular thermostat is used. Bottom figure: The
dots indicate the diffusion of the molecules when the regular thermostat is
used. The triangles indicate the diffusion of the molecules when the
position-dependent thermostat is used.

FIG. 10. �Color online� The H-H, O-H, and O-O rdf’s for different particles
identities. The water molecules start to correct their structural properties
when w�0.6.
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VI. POSITION-DEPENDENT THERMOSTAT

As mentioned above, the structural/thermodynamics of
the coarse-grained system are not changed by increasing the
background friction in the Langevin thermostat. To obtain
the same diffusional dynamics across different resolutions,
the coefficient � in the Langevin thermostat is changed on-
the-fly depending on the number of DOFs of the molecules.
As shown in Fig. 9, when a constant coefficient � is used,
two regimes are observed in systems composed of only hy-
brid molecules:

• For w � �0−0.6� the value of the diffusion coefficient D
is essentially constant;

• For w � �0.6–1.0� the value of the diffusion coefficient
D drops steeply with w.

When the molecular identity w is greater than 0.6 the hybrid
molecules start to equilibrate their orientational structure and
their diffusive dynamics is slowed down, as shown in Figs. 9
and 10. In order to obtain the same diffusive dynamics for
different levels of resolution, we propose the following func-
tional form for the friction coefficient in the Langevin ther-
mostat:

��w� = � �cg if w � 0.6

�w + � if 0.6 � w � 1.0
� . �15�

This choice provides a simple interpolation between the two
limit values of ��0.6�=��0�=�cg=15 ps−1 and ��1�
=�all-atom=5 ps−1. The parameters � and � are −25 and
30 ps−1, respectively. As shown in Fig. 9, systems contain-
ing only hybrid molecules with different particle identities

exhibit the same diffusional dynamics when ��w� has the
functional form proposed in Eq. �15�.

In our simulation we employ a local Langevin thermo-
stat with a position-dependent friction49–52 to match the dif-
fusion constants of the coarse-grained and all-atom regimes.
The Langevin equation with a position dependent coefficient
��x� can be written as49

FIG. 11. Top figure: Normalized density profile in the x-direction of the
mixed system when the position-dependent thermostat is used. Bottom fig-
ure: Normalized density profile in the x-direction of the mixed system when
a constant friction constant is used.

FIG. 12. �a� Time evolution of a diffusion profile when the position-
dependent thermostat is used for molecules that are initially �at time t
=0 ps� located inside two neighboring slabs at opposite sides of the mid-
interface layer. The diffusion profile is averaged over �400 different time
origins. Vertical lines denote the boundaries of the interface layer. Bottom
figure: The diffusion profile for the all-atom side is averaged over �400
different time origins. Middle figure: The same as before but for molecules
that are initially localized inside the slab on the coarse-grained side of the
interface region. Top figure: Difference between the corresponding diffusion
profile of the coarse-grained and the all-atom regions. �b� Time evolution of
a diffusion profile with the regular thermostat using the same criteria as
given in �a�.
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midvi/dt = Fi − mi��x�vi + Ri�x,t� , �16�

where Ri�x , t� is

�Ri�x,t�� = 0, �17�

�Ri�x,t1�Rj�x,t2�� = 2��x�mikT�t1 − t2�ij . �18�

The functional form of ��x� depends on the weighting func-
tion w�x� and it is shown in Fig. 9 �see Eq. �15��. There is no
difference in the structural and thermodynamic properties of
the system when a position-dependent ��x� is used instead of
a constant coefficient �. The density is homogeneous in both
the coarse-grained and explicit regions with �very� small os-
cillations in the transition regime; cf. Fig. 11.

To prove the free exchange of molecules between the
different regimes, we have computed the time evolution of a
diffusion profile for molecules that were initially localized
within two slabs of width �9.5 Å neighboring the interface
layer. The molecules initially localized within the two slabs
spread out symmetrically with time when a position-
dependent friction is used in the local thermostat. On the
contrary, the molecules spread out asymmetrically with time
as shown in Fig. 12 when a fixed coefficient � is used. This
asymmetry arises from the above-mentioned difference in
diffusion coefficient D between the all-atom and coarse-
grained regions �see Ref. 17�. Figure 13 shows the behavior
of the diffusion coefficient D as a function of the x position
using particles that are within a slab of �9.5 Å of the mixed
system for the two different types of thermostats. As Fig. 13
illustrates, the molecules are slowed down when they cross

the interface from the coarse-grained region to the explicit
region if a constant friction is used for the thermostat. The
change in the diffusion coefficient D is localized in the in-
terface region while D is approximately constant inside each
region, coarse-grained �D��8.04±0.54��10−9 m2 /s� and
explicit �D��4.2±0.28��10−9 m2 /s�. When a position-
dependent friction is used for the local thermostat, the diffu-
sive dynamics of the molecules is the same as for the all-
atom system across all regions, as shown in Fig. 13.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we extended the multiscale model for water
that we have recently proposed17 to obtain the same diffu-
sional dynamics across the different resolutions. We also
studied the accuracy of different coarse-grained water mod-
els in reproducing the structural properties of the all-atom
system. The results of this study show that for our purposes
the single-site model performs equally well as the more so-
phisticated �three-site and two-site� coarse-grained models
and is hence the most appropriate for the presented adaptive
resolution simulations. We envisage that such adaptive reso-
lution simulations of water will play an important role in the
modeling of biomolecular systems where the coupling of dif-
ferent time and length scales is crucial to understand their
physico-chemical properties.
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APPENDIX: COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

1. Multiscale simulation protocol

All the results presented in the paper were obtained by
performing NVT simulations using the ESPRESSO �Ref. 53�
�for the one-site and multiscale model� and AMBER 8 �Ref.
54� �for the two-site and three-site models� simulation pack-
ages with a Langevin thermostat, with a friction constant �
=5 ps−1 when a regular thermostat is used and a time step of
0.002 ps. All the models considered a system of 1464 water
molecules at Tref=300 K and �=0.96 g /cm3. The density
was obtained from an all-atom NPT simulation with Pref

=1 atm using a reaction-field method for the electrostatics
and a cutoff method for the pressure. The results presented
for the two-site and three-site models were obtained for a
density �=1.007 g /cm3. This value of the density was ob-
tained from an all-atom NPT simulation with Pref=1 atm
using a Ewald method for the electrostatics and a long-
ranged correction for the pressure after the cutoff. Periodic
boundary conditions and minimum image convention were
applied in all directions. The bonds and angle of the water
molecules were constrained by using the RATTLE
procedure.55 After warm-up and equilibration, several trajec-

FIG. 13. Diffusion coefficient as a function of the x position using particles
that are within a slab of �9.5 Å of the hybrid system for different type of
thermostats. Each point in the plot is centered in each slab. The average is
over �400 different time origins. The horizontal line is the diffusion coef-
ficient of a system containing only all-atom water molecules. The dots in-
dicate the diffusion of the molecules across the hybrid system when the
regular thermostat is used. The triangles indicate the diffusion of the mol-
ecules across the hybrid system when the position-dependent thermostat is
used.
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tories of 1.5 ns each were collected for each different model.
All simulations were performed with a force capping to pre-
vent possible force singularities that could emerge because of
overlaps with neighboring molecules when a given molecule
enters the interface layer from the coarse-grained side. The
size of the system is 94.5 Å in the x direction and 22 Å in
both the y and z directions. An interface layer of 18.9 Å
between the coarse-grained and all-atom models is set along
the x direction. To treat all the molecules of the system
equally, regardless of their level of detail, we define the pres-

sure of the system according to their lower level of detail,
that is by the molecular pressure.15,16,56,57 The temperature
was evaluated using the fractional analog of the equipartition
theorem,

�K�� =
�kBT

2
, �A1�

where �K�� is the average kinetic energy per fractional qua-
dratic DOF with the weight w�r�=�.13 Via Eq. �A1� the tem-
perature is also rigorously defined in the transition regime in
which the rotational DOFs are partially “switched on/off.”

For each of the models considered, the following expres-
sion:

V�r�
kT

= a0�
 r0

r
��

− 
 r0

r
��� + a1e−b1�r − r1�2

+ a2e−b2�r − r2�2
+ a3e−b3�r − r3�2

+ a4e−b4�r − r4�2

+ a5e−b5�r − r5�2
, �A2�

is fitted within line thickness to the tabulated effective poten-
tial.

2. Three-site interaction model

The coarse-graining procedure described in the paper
converges after 12 iterations, yielding the effective potentials
shown in Fig. 14. The parameters of the effective potential
�Eq. �A2�� obtained for the three-site model are listed below.

� � a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5

O-O 25.8 21.35 130.3 10.8 −1.23 −10.6 53.0 0.0
O-H 13.48 6.96 214.8 −19.2 73.9 −32.25 7.53 0.0
H-H 29.87 23.24 15.9 −0.57 −0.11 49.45 0.23 0.0

�Å� r0 r1 r2 r3 r4 r5

O-O 2.3 4.3 2.9 4.34 2.02 0.0
O-H 1.28 −0.77 1.41 1.53 1.88 0.0
H-H 1.27 2.38 4.88 0.56 2.62 0.0

�Å−1� b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

O-O 0.35 3.53 0.38 6.6 0.0
O-H 0.25 7.0 10.47 1.25 0.0
H-H 3.45 1.88 2.12 0.22 0.0

3. Two-site interaction model

The coarse-graining procedure converges after 25 itera-
tions; the resulting effective potential is shown in Fig. 15.
The parameters of the effective potential are listed below.

� � a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5

O-O 23.8 21.5 239.0 9.0 0.81 −12.75 69.6 0.0
O-d 20.1 7.5 157.4 −7.5 82.0 −71.0 −0.3 28.7
d-d 41.5 4.9 −19.3 0.38 −0.17 45.7 0.91 0.0

�Å� r0 r1 r2 r3 r4 r5

O-O 2.31 5.44 2.9 5.41 1.92 0.0

FIG. 14. Effective pair potentials for the three-site water model. The dashed,
dashed-dot, and full line curves indicate the O-O, H-H, and O-H interac-
tions, respectively.

FIG. 15. Effective pair potentials for the two-site water model. The dashed,
dashed-dot, and full line curves indicate the O-O, dipole-dipole, and
O-dipole interactions, respectively.
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�Å� r0 r1 r2 r3 r4 r5

O-d 1.89 2.4 1.6 1.8 3.2 1.7
d-d 1.93 3.1 5.2 1.23 1.86 0.0

�Å−1� b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

O-O 0.48 12.5 0.56 5.03 0.0
O-d 0.8 3.6 32.0 20.6 0.55
d-d 15.52 1.2 1.2 0.09 0.0

4. One-site interaction model

The coarse-graining procedure converges after 8 itera-
tions. The resulting potential for the effective interaction be-
tween the center-of-mass of two molecules is shown in Fig.
16; the parameters obtained from the fit to Eq. �A2� are listed
below.

� � a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5

cm-cm 16.47 16.29 0.13 0.15 0.42 −0.93 −1.37 0.0

�Å� r0 r1 r2 r3 r4 r5

cm-cm 3.66 5.43 4.5 4.4 2.62 0.0

�Å−1� b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

cm-cm 3.0 0.47 0.59 8.6 0.0
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